FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

VOICES FOR HUMANITY JOINS JORGE DE TAGLE
IN FIGHTING DRUGS AND CRIME IN THE PHILIPPINES
Los Angeles, CA – October 25, 2018 – Scientology Network’s VOICES FOR
HUMANITY, the weekly series presenting heroic change-makers from a
variety of faiths, cultures and nations, working to uplift their communities,
announces a new episode featuring the work of community activist, Jorge
(Jerry) De Tagle, premiering October 31, 2018.
VOICES FOR HUMANITY airs Wednesdays at 8 p.m. ET/PT on Scientology
Network.
In a country with a history of corruption, drug abuse, crime, violence and
terrorism, business strategy consultant Jorge De Tagle sees a solution after
reading the book The Way to Happiness. A first meeting with a regional Chief
of Police leads to mandatory common sense values workshops for thousands
of police officers and members of every branch of the armed forces. Now
crime rates and drug use are falling, and the Philippines has been voted the
happiest country in Asia.
ABOUT JORGE (JERRY) DE TAGLE
A political activist fighting against a corrupt dictator at sixteen, Jorge De Tagle
was raised in a family that believes in “service to country.” His fascination with
understanding what makes people “tick” and do what they do makes Jerry
highly effective in managing change. After realizing the main problems of his
country were directly addressed in The Way to Happiness, Jerry was
determined to bring the program to the Philippines. Partnerships Jerry
facilitated with Philippine Regional Police, the Department of Defense and The
Way to Happiness Foundation made training a nationwide force of trainers
possible, thereby changing the hearts and minds of millions across the
country.
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Jerry De Tagle is the Country Chairman of The Way to Happiness Foundation
in the Philippines.
______________
The Scientology Network debuted on March 12, 2018. Since launching, the
Scientology Network has been viewed in 237 countries and territories
worldwide in 17 languages. Satisfying the curiosity of people about
Scientology, the network takes viewers across six continents, spotlighting the
everyday lives of Scientologists; showing the Church as a global organization;
and presenting its social betterment programs that have touched the lives of
millions worldwide. The network also showcases documentaries by
Independent filmmakers who represent a cross section of cultures and faiths,
but share a common purpose of uplifting communities.
Broadcast from Scientology Media Productions, the Church’s global media
center in Los Angeles, the Scientology Network can be streamed at
scientology.tv and is available through satellite television, mobile apps and via
the Roku, Amazon Fire and Apple TV platforms.
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